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Outputting XML Element
Values I have a very

simple XML document
(test.xml) and a simple
PHP script (index.php)
which calls a function

within a class using DOM.
When I run this script, I
would like to output the
values contained within

the elements of test.xml,
but I am not able to figure
it out. The class is set up
as follows: class test {
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public function
__construct() { } public

function testFunction() {
$doc = new

DOMDocument();
$doc->load('test.xml'); $e
= $doc->getElementsByT
agName('test'); foreach
($e as $node) { $text =

$node->nodeValue; echo
$text; } } } My XML
document contains 3

separate elements, one of
which is a test element
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with an id attribute. The
function above does not

pick these up. My question
is: How can I get the

output of these elements
as well? A: If there is only

one test element, you
should be able to simply
access the NodeValue:

$test =
$node->nodeValue; If you

have multiple elements
with the same name as in
your example, then you
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will need to loop over
them with a foreach loop
and get their values using
their names: $elements =
$doc->getElementsByTag

Name('test');
foreach($elements as

$node) { $value =
$node->nodeValue; echo

$value; } Oh hey guys! It's
at least been about a
week or so since I've

made a comic post, but
that's because I've been in
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my parent's basement
recording a new song. And

what song? I've tried to
keep the identity of the

song anonymous for
e79caf774b
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